Abstract-This paper presents measurement results of neutron induced SEMT (single event multiple transients). We devise an SEMT measurement circuit and evaluate the dependency of SEMT on supply and body voltages using test chips fabricated in a 65nm CMOS process. Measurement results show that transients can arise simultaneously at adjacent six inverters sharing the same well, and SEMT ratio to all the single event transients reaches 40% at 0.7V with reverse body biasing. We also investigate the correlation between the spatial spreading of SEMT and the distance between sensitive nodes in layout. Furthermore, referring to the occurrence rates of single event single transient (SEST) and single event single upset (SESU), we validate the measured results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the scaling of semiconductor devices, single event multiple faults, which is a kind of soft error that two or more nodes are affected by one radiation particle, is becoming a serious problem [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Single event multiple faults is mainly classified into single event multiple(-bit) upsets (SEMU), which causes bit flips in two or more memory elements, and single event multiple transients (SEMT), which induces pulses in two or more combinational logic nodes.
To understand and avoid SEMU, SEMU characterization [1] , [2] , [3] , SEMU mitigation techniques, such as error checking and correction, memory interleaving [1] and layout design through error-aware transistor positioning (LEAP) [6] , has been intensively studied. However, no SEMT measurement results have been reported though a few evaluations based on device and circuit simulation are reported [4] , [5] .
Soft error mitigation techniques often exploit spatial redundancy such as triple modular redundancy and built-in soft error resilience [7] , [8] . On the other hand, for instance, even when a circuit is duplicated, the duplicated cells may simultaneously receive pulses induced by SEMT due to their location proximity. Without the consideration of SEMT, the reliability of the spatially redundant circuits can be overestimated. To avoid unexpected reliability degradation, understanding the characteristic of SEMT and deriving a layout guideline for redundancy are crucially important. Moreover, voltage scaling and body biasing are becoming popular for power reduction, and low voltage yet highly reliable devices are demanded for medical applications, such as implantable devices. Therefore, the dependency of SEMT on supply and body voltages should be investigated.
In this work, we propose a measurement circuit for acquiring the spatial spreading of SEMT. Experimental results of neutron radiation tests using fabricated test chips show that six transients can arise simultaneously at 3x3 inverter matrix and decrease in supply voltage and reverse body biasing increases SEMT ratio to all the single event transients. We also show and investigate the occurrence number and spatially-distributed distance of SEMTs for each spatial SEMT pattern. We furthermore confirm that the measured SEMTs are sufficiently isolated from multiple SESTs (single event single transient) and multiple SESUs (single event single upset) in neutron radiation tests whereas the isolation is not sufficient in alpha-particle radiation tests.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains requirements for measuring SEMT and introduces the proposed SEMT measurement circuit. Section III presents an implementation of the proposed circuit and shows experimental results of accelerated neutron radiation tests. Section IV discusses difference between neutron-and alpha-induced soft errors and verifies the reliability of the measured SEMT results. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. SEMT MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT
We first review the requirements for measuring characteristic of SEMT. We then introduce the proposed measurement circuit.
A. Requirements for SEMT measurement circuit
SEMT causes multiple transients in a combinational circuit. In order to distinguish all the transients, they must be delivered to different memory elements (or different channels of a measurement equipment) respectively. Otherwise, some transients diminish and become invisible. This means that logical and electrical masking must be eliminated in the measurement circuit, and hence parallel cell-chains, each of which is terminated with an individual memory element, are desirable for SEMT measurement.
Furthermore, to finely characterize SEMT spatial distribution, the distance between sensitive nodes included in different cellchains should be small. From such a perspective, inverter-chains are desirable, since the footprint of inverter cells is small compared to other logic cells. By adjacently placing inverter cells that are included in different cell-chains, the spatial spreading of multiple transients is expected to be captured with high spatial resolution.
Another requirement is the isolation from multiple SESUs and SESTs. When the isolation is not enough, the measured SEMTs are no longer reliable. This isolation must be ensured by circuit organization and/or measurement setup. OUT [2] OUT [5] OUT [8] 1-bit counters 
B. Proposed measurement circuit
According to the requirements described above, we devised a SEMT measurement circuit. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed measurement circuits composed of m×n inverter-chains, where each of them has the same stage length and a 1-bit counter at the output. For each stage, inverters are adjacently placed in a m×n array, and this array is serially connected on the whole.
In this circuit, we can measure SEMTs that spatially spread within m × n inverters at the maximum. A hit of neutron to silicon substrate could deliver charge to multiple sensitive nodes 1 across cell boundaries due to, for example, diffusion/drift and bipolar action [2] . In the example of Fig. 1 , SEMT pulses arise at OUT [5] and OUT [8] and propagate into counters. By reading out the flips of counter values during the short time interval in which multiple SESTs will not happen, we can observe spatial distribution of SEMTs.
III. EXPERIMENT
This section first explains the experimental setup and then shows experimental results of accelerated neutron radiation test.
A. Experimental setup
To measure SEMT using the proposed circuit, a test chip was fabricated in a 65 nm CMOS process. The structure of test circuit is depicted in Fig. 2 . 3×3 array using 2X-sized inverters in triple-well structure was selected as SEMT target circuit, and 15,896-stage chains were constructed for obtaining a large number of samples. Supply and body voltages of SEMT target circuit can be controlled separately. With double-back layout policy, power/ground lines are shared by inverters at successive columns as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Neutron radiation test was performed at RCNP (Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University) using accelerated wide spectrum neutron beam [9] , [10] . Figure 3 shows 1 Soft error sensitive area is NMOS drain area when its inverter input is 0 and PMOS drain area when its inverter input is 1. the test setup. The flux density of neutron beam was 2.41 × 10 9 cm −2 h −1 . In the experiment, the beam was irradiated to 30 test chips. The inputs of the inverter-chains were fixed to zero. The counter values were read out in every five seconds. In this implementation, we need to examine how much combinations of SESTs and/or SESUs are mistakenly included in the measured SEMT data. We will discuss it and show that the probability of multiple particle hits is low enough compared to that of SEMTs in Section IV. Table I lists the measured results of experiments at two supply voltages, which are 1.2 V and 0.7 V, with three body-biasing configurations, zero body biasing (ZBB), 0.6 V forward body biasing (FBB), and 1.3 V reverse body biasing (RBB). While in FBB, there was neither SEST nor SEMT in this experiment, in RBB compared to ZBB, the numbers of SESTs and SEMTs increase at 1.2 V and they decrease at 0.7 V. The ratio of SEMTs to the total transients increases as the supply voltage decreases and the body is biased in reverse direction. Figure 4 shows the probability distribution of the number of simultaneous transients, where for each curve the sum of probability is normalized to 1. We observed six transients at the maximum for a single neutron hit. Five and six transients occurred only in the operation of 0.7 V supply voltage. The occurrence probability decreases as the number of simultaneous transients increases, and this tendency is less dependent on supply and body voltages. Figure 5 illustrates the layout of sensitive nodes in the 3x3 array and possible horizontal and vertical patterns of twotransient SEMTs. Figure 6 shows the number of occurrence for each SEMT spatial pattern. The horizontal axis is the farthest distance between related sensitive areas in the corresponding SEMT pattern. Here, any symmetric patterns are regarded as a single pattern. We did not observe SEMT across three cells in the vertical direction. This means that SEMTs arise within a single well and no SEMTs across well boundary happen, which is consistent with the SEMU observations [3] . Looking at twotransient cases, the numbers of occurrence are 38 and 35 in horizontal and vertical cases respectively, and they are almost the same, although the distance between sensitive nodes is twice larger in horizontal case (0.6μm) than in vertical case (0.33μm).
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B. Results
On the other hand, in 3x3 array, the number of possible physical patterns in horizontal case is six whereas it is three in vertical case when considering SEMTs arise only within the same well. The distance between sensitive nodes is canceled by the number of possible patterns, and then the similar numbers of occurrence were observed. In this experiment, we observed six-transient SEMTs, which are the largest measurable SEMTs in the fabricated test chip, and hence it might be possible that SEMTs were more widely spread. Larger array of inverter-chains would be necessary for further investigation.
IV. DISCUSSION ON SEMT ISOLATION FROM MULTIPLE SESTS AND SESUS
As described in Section III-A, by the measurement circuit implemented on the test chip, an true-SEMT cannot be distinguished from pseudo-SEMT, which is multiple SESTs, multiple SESUs and a combination of SEST and SESU. We investigate the misrecognition probability of SEMT. 
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We first examine the cross-sections of SESU and SEST. In the same test chip, a shift register consisting of 100 D-FFs was implemented. We measured SESUs occurred in these D-FFs at the same time as measuring SESTs and SEMTs in the neutron radiation test. We also measured SESTs, SEMTs, and SESUs in alpha radiation test for clarifying the difference between neutron induced soft errors and alpha-particle induced soft errors. The alpha particle tests were performed using an Americium-241 foil whose flux is 9 × 10 9 cm −2 h −1 . The radiation source was put immediately above on a test chip [10] . Table II shows the experimental results of both the neutron and alpha radiation tests. Compared to the neutron results, alpha-induced SESU has much larger cross section than SEST. We here associate the cross section difference with the energy spectrum difference between neutron and alpha particles as one of possible reasons, though other factors in terms of charge generation and collection are different as well. In the measurement circuit, SESU critical charge for flipping a D-FF is much smaller than SEST critical charge for flipping a 1-bit counter at the end, because the mismatch of rise and fall delay and electrical masking through 15,896 inverters at maximum reduce the SEST pulse width before arriving at the 1-bit counter. Besides, the main peak energy of Americium-241 is 5.49 MeV, while the energy of neutron beam used for the experiments distributes over 100 MeV [9] . If the mean of the charge induced by alpha particles is between the critical charge of SESU and that of SEST, SEST/SESU ratio in alpha radiation test becomes low. On the other hand, the wide spectrum neutron beam includes many particles which can induce the charge that is larger than the SESU and SEST critical charges. This is one of possible reasons that explain lower SEST/SESU ratio in alpha particle tests.
Next, the obtained SEMT results, which might include pseudo-SEMTs, are verified. First, the number of SESTs and SESUs observed in a 1-bit counter of SEMT measurement circuit are estimated from the total number of SESTs observed in the SEMT measurement circuit and the number of SESUs observed in the 100 D-FFs. Table III lists the estimated number of SESTs and SESUs per second in a 1-bit counter. From now, two-transient SEMTs are validated using the estimated number of SESTs and SESUs. The occurrence probabilities of SEST and SESU that N events are observed in a unit time follows the Poisson distribution and is expressed by
where λ is the expected number of occurrences in the time interval. Similarly, the occurrence probabilities of all types of SEMTs that flip two of any nine counters during the time interval of counter read, which consist of pseudo-SEMTs and true-SEMTs, are estimated by Table I and (1). Using these occurrence probabilities, we calculate the occurrence probabilities of pseudo-SEMTs and true-SEMT. Table IV lists the ratio of calculated occurrence probabilities of pseudo-SEMTs and true-SEMT to the total occurrence probability of all SEMTs. In the case of two-transient SEMT, the ratio of true-SEMT occurrence probability in alpha particle tests is estimated to be 46.6% because of higher SESU event rate, which means that true-SEMTs are overwhelmed by pseudo-SEMTs. On the other hand, we confirm that the SEMT results in neutron particle tests were sufficiently isolated since the ratio in neutron particle tests is 99.3%.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an SEMT measurement circuit and presented the measurement result of neutron-induced SEMTs in 65 nm test chips. The measurement result showed that SEMT ratio increases as decreasing the supply voltage and biasing the body in reverse direction. On the other hand, neither SEST nor SEMT occurred in forward body biasing. We observed that SEMT can induce six transients in adjacent inverter cells and the occurrence probability of SEMT decreases according to increase in the number of simultaneous transients. We also showed that the occurrence tendency of spatial patterns of SEMTs and no SEMT observation across three cells in the vertical direction due to well boundary. Furthermore, we validated the SEMT measurement results of the neutron radiation test on the basis of the occurrence probabilities of SEST and SESU. As future works, we will investigate the reason why soft error did not occur in 3c.4.4 IRPS11-256 FBB case and we will characterize SEMTs using larger array structure.
